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Abstract
The medical education community is
working—across disciplines and across
the continuum—to address the current
challenges facing the medical education
system and to implement strategies
to improve educational outcomes.
Educational technology offers the
promise of addressing these important
challenges in ways not previously
possible. The authors propose a role for
virtual patients (VPs), which they define
as multimedia, screen-based interactive
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M

uch has been written about the
challenges facing the current medical
education system in the United States.1
Medical knowledge is expanding rapidly,
which demands not only more efficient
teaching methods but also the teaching
of knowledge management, yet lectures
and book learning remain primary means
of instruction in many medical schools.
Much evidence shows the negative
impact of the current educational model
on student mental health,2 and indirect
evidence indicates that improving
mental health and capturing intrinsic
motivation will have a positive impact
on learning.3 Additionally, although
clinical reasoning is a cornerstone
of medical practice, the continued
problem of diagnostic error4 suggests
that medical education should focus
more on the application of foundational
knowledge in diverse contexts to foster
both the development of diagnostic
expertise and the acknowledgment of
one’s own limits. Further, legitimate
concerns about medical error5 call into
question not only the quality of the
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patient scenarios. They believe VPs offer
capabilities and benefits particularly
well suited to addressing the challenges
facing medical education. Well-designed,
interactive VP-based learning activities
can promote the deep learning that is
needed to handle the rapid growth in
medical knowledge. Clinically oriented
learning from VPs can capture intrinsic
motivation and promote mastery
learning. VPs can also enhance trainees’
application of foundational knowledge

to promote the development of clinical
reasoning, the foundation of medical
practice. Although not the entire
solution, VPs can support competencybased education. The data created by
the use of VPs can serve as the basis
for multi-institutional research that will
enable the medical education community
both to better understand the
effectiveness of educational interventions
and to measure progress toward an
improved system of medical education.

health care system but also whether the
contemporary U.S. system of medical
education needs to better assess the
competence of its graduates. The medical
education community is working—across
disciplines and across the continuum—to
identify and implement strategies
to improve educational outcomes6;
however, the current challenges will
remain difficult to solve without a better
understanding of the effectiveness of
these new educational strategies.

strategies for the use of VPs and the
educational outcomes we believe VPs can
facilitate.

Just as a modern health care system is
compelled to translate advances in the
basic and clinical sciences into medical
practice, a modern medical education
system must translate advances in
fields such as cognitive and educational
psychology, education, the learning
sciences, and educational technology into
educational practice. The incorporation
of technology into education offers
the promise of addressing educational
challenges in new ways.7,8 Often, modern
technologies offer more hope than actual
solutions, and there is the potential for
this to occur in the use of educational
technology in medical education. Our
aim with this Perspective is to suggest
roles for a specific form of technologyenhanced education—virtual patients
(VPs)—in addressing specific challenges
facing medical education. We will do
this by, first, describing what VPs are and
their current roles in medical education
and, then, proposing specific educational

What Are VPs?

Medical educators and others have
defined “virtual patient” as “an interactive
computer simulation of real-life clinical
scenarios for the purpose of healthcare
and medical training, education, or
assessment”9 or “a speciﬁc type of
computer program that simulates reallife clinical scenarios [through which]
learners emulate the roles of health care
providers to obtain a history, conduct
a physical exam, and make diagnostic
and therapeutic decisions.”10 We
believe, however, that these definitions
are insufficient in characterizing the
technologies or features that might be
incorporated into a VP. Huwendiek and
colleagues11 presented an empirically
derived typology including 19 different
factors for classifying VPs; factors
include, for example, whether or not
the scenario has branch points and
the use of interactivity and feedback.
Kononowicz and colleagues12 adapted a
VP classification initially developed by
Talbot et al13 to include the underlying
technology and the competency being
addressed. For the purposes of this
Perspective, we are considering VPs to
be multimedia, screen-based interactive
patient scenarios; this definition excludes
other teaching methods that might
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example of the use of VPs in medical
education; specifically, it demonstrates
that a consortium project can lead
to multi-institutional, national, and
international use of a shared collection
of VPs.23 Currently, VPs are in use in
more than 130 medical schools in the
United States and Canada24 and in many
European countries.25

be considered VPs in Kononowicz
and colleagues’ classification such as
simple case presentations, VP games,
high-fidelity software simulation,
mannequin-based simulators, and virtual
standardized patients. Our definition
also excludes other forms of computerbased education such as digital slide
presentations and educational videos.

For VPs to be effective, they must be used,
and there are strategies for integrating
VPs, which will promote their use.
Berman and colleagues26 showed that
VPs can be effectively integrated into
clinical education by coordinating their
use with other learning activities (e.g.,
didactics, clinical experiences) and
assessments and by making room in the
course through the elimination of some
lectures and textbook assignments. Hege
and colleagues27 investigated a wide range
of scenarios for integrating VPs into
the medical curriculum and suggested
a voluntary rather than an obligatory
approach. Huwendiek and colleagues28
identified learner preferences, suggesting
the importance of sequencing and aligning
VPs with other activities and assessments.

Current Role of VPs

Medical educators use VPs to achieve
widely varied instructional goals
including not only teaching core
knowledge,14 clinical reasoning,15 and
communication skills16 but also assessing
learners’ progress.17 Lehmann and
colleagues18 demonstrated the value of
VPs, when blended with simulation, in
supporting the teaching of clinical skills,
and Fall and colleagues19 reported on VP
development based on comprehensive
coverage of nationally accepted curricula.
Finally, Berman and colleagues20 reported
on collaborative development of VPs
across multiple institutions; their work
shows that collaboration makes the task
of covering broad curricular objectives
more manageable while also taking
advantage of the ability to deliver VPs at
scale, as suggested by Ellaway et al.8
VP use in medical education is
substantial. In the United States, VP use
is most common in clinical clerkship
education. By 2007 the Computerassisted Learning In Pediatrics Program
(CLIPP), a VP program for pediatrics,
was used in more than 70 medical
schools.19 A mixed-methods study of VP
adoption based on the CLIPP program21
demonstrated that the program’s ability
to fill gaps in students’ exposure to
core clinical problems, the use of a
national curriculum, and the program’s
development by clerkship directors
were important factors leading to broad
adoption of the program. VP use is not
limited to pediatrics. Surveys of internal
medicine (IM) clerkship directors in
2009 and 2011 included questions on the
uses and purposes of VPs in IM training
programs in the United States.22 On the
basis of these data, Lang and colleagues22
reported that meeting regulatory
requirements was an important initial
motivator and that improving the quality
of learning became more important
over time. The NetWoRM case-based
e-learning project in occupational
medicine serves as another successful
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Future Role of VPs

In our introduction above, we have
outlined a series of challenges facing
medical education (e.g., rapidly
expanding medical knowledge, the
ongoing occurrence of diagnostic and
other cognitive errors, the evolving
understanding of learning preferences,

the need for better assessment).
Fortunately, advances in the science of
cognition and learning give educators
a better foundation for designing
educational strategies to address some
of these challenges. Here we discuss five
educational strategies, each of which
is intended to address an important
challenge in medical education. We
propose ways in which VPs can be
incorporated into these strategies, and
we suggest the educational outcomes that
can be improved with these strategies.
The challenges, VP-based educational
strategies, examples of VP educational
activities, and expected educational
outcomes are outlined in Table 1.
Leverage interactive learning activities
to promote deep learning
Chi,29 an education researcher, has
proposed a conceptual framework and
provided empirical evidence supporting
a hierarchy of learning activities. This
framework suggests that instructional
interventions that incorporate overtly
active, constructive, and/or interactive
activities will promote deeper learning,
which emphasizes understanding and
the application of knowledge over
memorization and recall. Having learners
track key findings presented in a VP is
an example of an active learning activity.
Creating a summary statement from
the history and physical exam findings
of a VP is an example of a constructive
activity. VPs offer the advantage of a
standardized case presentation, making

Table 1
Current Challenges of Medical Education and Virtual Patient (VP)-Based Strategiesa
Potential
educational
outcome

Challenge

VP educational
strategy

VP educational
activity

Expansion of medical
knowledge
Negative impact of
medical education on
student mental health

Interactive learning
activities
Capture student’s
intrinsic motivation to
learn

VP assigned prior to seminar
(i.e., the flipped classroom)
VPs recommended
by system, based on
assessment of performance

Diagnostic error

Focus on application
of foundational
knowledge

VPs incorporating learnerClinical
constructed summary
reasoning
statements and prioritization expertise
of differential diagnosis

High prevalence of
medical error

Competency-based
education and
assessment

VP-based assessment
aligned with VP cases for
learning

Reduced
medical error

Difficulty identifying
improved outcomes from
educational strategies

Analyze educational
data

VPs incorporating learning
analytics to earlier identify
and support learners at risk

Improved
learning
outcomes

Deep learning
Mastery
and lifelong
learning

The authors define VP as a multimedia, screen-based interactive patient scenarios.

a
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reliable and valid assessment of such
summary statements more feasible.
Further, Smith and colleagues30 recently
described a framework for evaluating a
summary statement which can be applied
to real patients, as well as, importantly,
VPs. Finally, responding to multiplechoice questions, long menu questions,
or other novel question types supported
by VP technology, and receiving rich
individual feedback on those responses,
is an example of an interactive learning
activity. Advances in VP software could
provide structured feedback on student
answers to free-text questions, an even
higher level of interactivity. Kopp and
colleagues31 have shown that a learnercentered and VP-driven environment
incorporating active, constructive, and
interactive learning activities, like the
ones mentioned above, can foster gains in
diagnostic knowledge.
Ellaway32 proposes that medical educators
can develop VP-based activities to achieve
various specific objectives. In this context,
VPs are well suited to support emerging
instructional interventions such as
the “flipped classroom.” In the flipped
classroom model, learners might practice
a particular concept on their own with
the VP and, then, attend a seminar or a
problem-based learning or team-based
learning session. VPs with embedded
learning analytics can measure student
engagement in these activities or predict
learning outcomes.
Capture intrinsic motivation to foster
mastery and lifelong learning
Several educational theories suggest
the importance of motivation33 and the
affective nature of learning.34 Intrinsic
motivation, which arises from a desire
to learn a topic because it is enjoyable
and/or interesting, is closely correlated
with a mastery goal orientation.
Research from a variety of disciplines
has shown that mastery goal orientation
(e.g., focusing on mastery of the
subject) improves learning more than
a performance goal orientation (e.g.,
focusing on getting an “A” in a course
or clerkship).3 Further, achievement
emotions (i.e., the feelings learners have
toward an academic activity) relate to
goal orientation, affect motivation, and
impact learning outcomes. Learning
activities that foster positive emotions,
such as enjoyment and pride, rather than
negative emotions, such as boredom
or frustration, are preferable. VPs can
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be designed to capitalize on intrinsic
motivation, mastery goal orientation,
and achievement emotions to improve
learning.35
To illustrate, novice learners using
VPs can engage with content that
is authentic but designed to avoid
cognitive overload. Medical educators
can design VP courses to match learning
or cognitive demands with student
capabilities—an ideal that is difficult
to achieve with real patients. Further,
educators can develop VPs at different
levels of difficulty to complement
several levels of learner performance. An
adaptive VP system could recommend
additional activities for learners based
on their prior performance, resulting in
better matching of learner ability and
demands. Learners can receive highly
individualized and timely feedback via
self-assessment dashboards that show
strengths and where improvements are
needed. Learners can also repeat VPs
or complete additional VPs to improve
their performance. This approach can
give learners a choice of instructional
activities, allowing them to determine
their own pace as they progress through
the activity.
Apply knowledge to support the
development of clinical reasoning
expertise
Extensive research shows clearly that
clinical reasoning expertise cannot exist
without content knowledge,36 yet students
can have difficulty applying knowledge
of foundational concepts when solving or
explaining clinical problems.37 Norman’s
review of the educational psychology
literature presents a number of strategies
to facilitate transfer of conceptual
knowledge to the clinical setting;
these strategies include embedding
the concept in a problem context and
incorporating active problem solving at
the time of the initial learning.37 Further,
both mixed practice (through which
problems illustrating different concepts
are presented together) and distributed
practice (in which experiences are
dispersed over time) can result in large
and significant learning gains.37 VPs can
support each of these approaches. Basic
science and other foundational concepts
such as statistical analysis and population
health can be incorporated into VPs, and
conversely VPs can be integrated into
basic science education.

Cook and Triola38 have proposed—on
the basis of learning theory and a review of
the literature—VPs as an ideal instructional
method to prepare learners for clinical
reasoning in real patients. In a review of
educational strategies to promote clinical
reasoning, Bowen39 emphasized the
following techniques: asking open-ended
questions; providing single-sentence
summaries of patient problems in
abstract terms; asking for discriminating
features of a set of diagnostic hypotheses;
probing early for differential diagnoses;
prioritizing diagnoses; comparing and
contrasting diagnostic hypotheses based
on real clinical data; demonstrating
typical presentations of different
diagnostic hypotheses; and presenting
the relative probabilities of different
diagnoses. Educators can design VPs
to incorporate these techniques. In a
focus group study of medical students,
Huwendiek and colleagues40 found
that students perceive many of these
techniques as helpful for fostering clinical
reasoning when learning with VPs.
Assess learner competence to reduce
medical errors
Educators in both undergraduate and
graduate medical education are rapidly
adopting competency frameworks in
an effort to move away from a purely
time-based progression through training
to, instead, a progression that is also
informed by milestones of achieved
mastery of a skill. Initiatives such as the
Physician Competency Reference Set41
and the Next Accreditation System42 have
defined sets of common learning goals
that graduating medical students and
residents must meet at varying levels
of training. VPs can play a key role as
medical education transitions to these
competency-based assessment systems.43
Although the medical education
community knows that medical error is
often the result of problems in the health
care delivery system,5 the community
also knows that it is better for learners
to make mistakes on virtual rather
than real patients. Given their nature
as a screen-based intervention, VPs
can be readily and flexibly integrated
into assessment activities in almost any
setting, can be delivered at any time, and
have been used with learners at every
level and in multiple disciplines in health
professions education and practice.44–47
This asynchronous capability is a natural
fit for assessing learners who may
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vary in the timing of their progression
through training. The key feature exam
format, which focuses specifically on
testing for decision making, has been
successfully incorporated into VP-based
assessment.48,49 Two advantages of VPbased competency assessment strategies
are that medical educators can align them
with VP learning cases and that they can
be truly standardized from one learner to
the next.50
Conversely, VPs could dynamically
adapt to the performance level of an
individual learner, highlight particular
patient factors, and teach the effects
of the determinants of health. Medical
students, for example, could learn
through a progressive pattern of
increasingly challenging VPs, the timing
of which is generated from their actual
patient encounters as recorded in clinical
experience logs and the electronic
medical record (EMR). These linkages
between VPs and experiences, when
coupled with established standards for
authoring and exchanging VPs,51 could
enable a learning health care system in
which learners are taught and assessed
by VP cases—perhaps even cases that
are machine generated directly from
deidentified comprehensive patient
records in the EMR. This progressive
model also suggests natural integrations
with other patient simulation modalities
such as mannequin-based simulators and
standardized patients.
Analyze educational data to develop a
better understanding of educational
outcomes
VPs, if implemented broadly, can create
large amounts of educational data. These
types of data, unique to the use of VPs,
are relatively new to medical educators,
and their use, though not yet well
established, has great potential. Learning
analytics refers to the use of educational
data to assess current performance and
predict future performance. Medical
educators can apply learning analytic
and educational-data-mining techniques
across a large number of students and
institutions to assess educational gains,
and they can use VP-generated learning
data to predict success or failure in
specific domains.52 To illustrate, clinical
instructors could assess the development
of a learner’s clinical reasoning and
clinical decision making by applying
analytics to actions the student makes in

4

a VP. Applied analytics could reflect the
student’s understanding of key clinical
findings and show how the student’s
actions affect the differential diagnosis.
Another domain that educators could
potentially assess using VP-generated data
is learning strategy. Analytic techniques
may be able to identify a mastery learning
orientation, a marker of a deeper learning
strategy.
An area of potential future development
is the integration of VP datasets with
large educational and clinical databases.53
Combining such large amounts of
data from two different arenas could
facilitate much more powerful multiinstitutional research. Such research and
other applications of analytics will be
more feasible when standardized VPs
are common or shared across multiple
institutions and when resources can be
pooled to co-create high-quality teaching
content and assessment instruments.
Challenges With VPs

Despite all the promise of VPs, their
impact on medical education to date
remains limited. In 2008, Berman and
colleagues54 pointed out several barriers
to broad implementation of computerassisted instruction programs in medical
education, and the same challenges exist
for VPs today. There is often a disconnect
between available VP programs and
the needs of the educators who might
incorporate them into their teaching
or courses. A lack of clarity among
educators and learners regarding the
educational role of VPs leads to difficulties
in effectively integrating VPs in clinical
education. A widely accepted system for
ongoing financial and technical support
of VPs does not yet exist, and significant
efforts to support dissemination and
adoption of VPs8,9 have not yet resulted
in widespread sharing or repurposing.
Finally, a lack of sufficient evidence for
the features of VPs that create effective
learning remains a significant barrier for
those skeptical educators who may have
seen educational fads come and go in
the past. Schifferdecker and colleagues21
identified factors leading to broad VP
use (e.g., the ability to fill gaps in clinical
exposure, the use of a national curriculum
and development by educators) which
are consistent with existing models of
adoption of innovation, so we believe
that with attention to these challenges the
impact of VPs will grow.

In Sum

Case-based and patient-based learning
will always be at the heart of medical
education, and technology will play an
increasingly important role in education
in the future. VPs are fundamentally a
patient-based means of learning enabled
by technology. VPs, if incorporated into
medical education more broadly, can
be an efficient and effective method to
achieve the goal of creating a medical
education system that better educates the
next generation of providers to serve in a
transformed health care system that better
suits the needs of patients and society.
Well-designed and interactive VP-based
learning activities can be used to promote
the deep learning necessary in an era
of rapid growth in medical knowledge.
Clinically oriented learning from VPs
can capture intrinsic motivation and
promote mastery learning. VPs can
help enhance the integration of the
foundational sciences and clinical
education to promote the development of
clinical reasoning skills. We believe that
VPs have the potential to be an important
component of medical education reform
that incorporates critical interdisciplinary
topics, interprofessional education, and
competency-based learning.
We believe that VPs have the potential
to make a significant impact on medical
education and that their use will likely
grow. The data generated by the use of VPs
can facilitate multi-institutional research
that will enable the medical education
community both to better understand the
effectiveness of educational interventions
and to measure progress. There is strong
conceptual support for the role that VPs
can play in the transformation of medical
education, but much more can and should
be done to take advantage of the benefits
they offer.
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